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Bold World of Celebration! 

Entertaining Company, Chicago’s favorite Up Market Caterer for over 20 years, boldly designs every event- from vibrant weddings, tasteful 

corporate events, lively Bar/Bat Mitzvahs and sparkling social events including backyard soirees to black tie galas. Entertaining Company events 

transport guests to a bold world of celebration inspired by a palate of artisan ingredients, global traditions and colorful settings.  

Our divisions include…. 

 

Corporate 

Business events and celebrations are unique in their own right – Entertaining Company recognizes the importance of managing the 

atmosphere and experience through the tactile experiences of food, setting, décor and flow. It is here that Entertaining Company’s flourishes-

creating a sense of excitement and fun in a setting appropriate for conducting business among professional colleagues. As ever, Entertaining 

Company takes traditional catering up a notch with personalized touches that speak directly to a business-minded audience.  

 

One   World Weddings ™: A Celebration of Diversity 

Because of the demand for multi-cultural events, we have created a division of Entertaining Company known as One World Weddings™ – a 

creative vehicle for implementing elegant, eclectic and meaningful wedding celebrations for the growing number of couples who marry outside 

of ethnic and cultural traditions.”One World Weddings™ is Entertaining Company’s approach to contemporary marriage and commitment 

ceremonies,” says Wendy Pashman. As we all meet people from different backgrounds, travel the globe, prepare ethnic food at home and 

dance to international beats, we want to express our unique point of view with our wedding guests.” Entertaining Company developed One 

World Weddings™ to capture every couple’s dream of a celebration that perfectly characterizes their special union. 

That’s where Entertaining Company comes in. At Entertaining Company, we consider ourselves to be cultural anthropologists—insightfully 

creating unique event experiences that are distinctly reflective of each couples’ personality.  

Our innate understating of cultural nuance coupled with our intuition of tomorrow’s trends will both please and delight guests of all ages and 

backgrounds.  

 

Entertaining Company has developed a sterling reputation for the extraordinary in an event world awash with the traditional and expected. An 

expert in the art of celebration, Entertaining Company is inspired by the cultures and revelry from around the globe. Entertaining Company 

events are a marriage of old world enchantment and new world sophistication. They strike a unique chord in the marketplace by creating 

extraordinary menus that are complimented by highly-designed settings, creating full-sensory event experiences that transport guests to a bold 

world of celebration. 

 

 


